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Abstract—In this paper, a novel unsupervised deep learning
approach is proposed to tackle the multiuser frequency synchronization problem inherent in orthogonal frequency-division
multiple-access (OFDMA) uplink communications. The key idea
lies in the use of the feed-forward deep neural network (FF-DNN)
for multiuser interference (MUI) cancellation taking advantage
of their strong classification capability. Basically, the proposed
FF-DNN consists of two essential functional layers. One is
called carrier-frequency-offsets (CFOs) classification layer that
is responsible for identifying the users’ CFO range, and another
is called MUI-cancellation layer responsible for joint multiuser
detection (MUD) and frequency synchronization. By such means,
the proposed FF-DNN approach showcases remarkable MUIcancellation performances without the need of multiuser CFO
estimation. In addition, we also exhibit an interesting phenomenon occurred at the CFO-classification stage, where the
CFO-classification performance get improved exponentially with
the increase of the number of users. This is called multiuser
diversity gain in the CFO-classification stage, which is carefully
studied in this paper.

I. I NTRODUCTION
We consider a multiuser frequency synchronization problem in the context of orthogonal frequency-division multipleaccess (OFDMA) uplink with the following signal model
y=

L−1
X

Ω` H` FH
` Θx` + v

(1)

`=0

where x` is a (K) × (1) symbol block transmitted by the
`th user, which can be multiplied by a (P ) × (K) precoding
matrix Θ (P ≥ K) 1 ; y is the received block which is the
superposition of L users’ received signals as well as the white
Gaussian noise v; FH
` is formed by collecting P columns of
an (M ) × (M ) normalized inverse discrete Fourier transform
(IDFT) matrix FH with F`1 FH
`2 = 0, `1 6= `2 ; H` is an
(M ) × (M ) circulant Toeplitz matrix with specific to the `th
user which incorporates the propagation channel as well as the
transmitter and receiver filters; Ω` is an (M ) × (M ) diagonal
matrix defined by
i
h j2πω` Lcp
j2πω` (Lcp +M −1) T
M
(2)
Ω` , diag e M , ..., e
1 The precoding matrix Θ can be any user-defined matrix with full column
rank. The signal model (1) is called SC-FDMA when Θ is a (K) × (K)
normalized DFT matrix (P = K).

where ω` is the user specific carrier-frequency-offset (CFO)
normalized by the symbol duration, and Lcp is the length
of cyclic prefix (CP); the superscripts [·]T , [·]H stand for
matrix/vector transpose and Hermitian transpose, respectively.
Note that the linear model (1) describes the CP-removed
version of the OFDMA signal to facilitate our discussion.
Given the channel knowledge H` , ∀`, the aim is to determine
x` with minimum detection errors.
This problem has been extensively studied in the last two
decades, with many results already reported in the literature.
However, such seemingly saturated problem faces new challenges arising from emerging and future wireless networks.
Specifically, the multiuser frequency synchronization problem
involves two sub-problems. One is the estimation of multiuser
CFOs, and the other is the multiuser detection (MUD) or multiuser interference (MUI) cancellation given the estimates of
CFOs. The former has been well investigated concerning either
the best way of using pilots/preambles [1]–[3] or statistical
behaviors inherent in signal waveform [4]–[6]. However, the
existing CFO estimation approaches face increasing challenges
from the continuous growth of the user density; as it becomes
increasingly difficult to provide sufficient pilot resources to
support more and more users, while the signal’s statistical
behaviors also become hard to be exploited due to the increasing MUI. We argue for the need of novel multiuser-CFO
estimators or equivalent approaches.
In the literature, the CFO estimation and MUI-cancellation
problems are often considered together. Most of the MUIcancellation approaches assume the availability of CFOs estimates at the users’ side (i.e., the transmitters), which facilitates
MUI cancellation at the receiver through the use of transmitterside CFO pre-compensation (i.e., [3], [7]). Such trades off
feedback overhead and point-to-point communication latency
for the MUI-cancellation complexity. However, this approach
is not suitable for 5G or beyond communication systems
which are demanding to communication latency and feedback
overhead (i.e., [8]). Given the receiver-side CFO knowledge,
it is trivial to take the maximum-likelihood (ML) approach
aiming at minimizing the following Euclidean distance

min y −
x`

L−1
X
`=0

Ω` H` FH
` Θx`

(3)

where k·k denotes the Euclidean norm. The complexity of the
ML algorithm however grows exponentially with the factor of
(LK); and this is not practical. Alternatively, the CFO compensation can be conducted within each individual user domain
(i.e., each user’s sub-band in OFDMA) through the use of
filterbank [5], [9], [10]. In order to mitigate the MUI, parallel
interference cancellation (PIC) algorithms can be employed
in an iterative manner [11]–[13]. However, the iterative MUIcancellation approaches are sensitive to the CFO estimation
accuracy, and they could introduce extra computational latency
on the physical layer. Therefore, we argue for the need of
low-complexity low-latency MUI-cancellation method at the
receiver side.
Major contribution of this paper lies in the proposal of
a novel multiuser-CFO synchronization procedure; as depicted in Fig. 1. Unlike the conventional estimation-andthen-compensation procedure, the proposed approach employs
a CFO classification-and-then-MUD (CAT-MUD) procedure.
The CFO classification is responsible for identifying the CFO
range of users. For instance, the whole CFO range can be
divided into Q sub-ranges denoted by Ψq = {ω|q∆ω ≤ ω <
(q + 1)∆ω}, q=0,··· ,Q−1 , where ∆ω defines the size of the
sub-range. A CFO classifier is employed to tell which subrange(s) the users fall in. This differs from the coarse CFO
estimation in the sense that the latter yields CFO estimates,
but the classifier only gives a range index q. After the CFO
classification, the received signal y is fed into a corresponding
MUD component included in the MUI-cancellation layer for
the MUI cancellation and signal recovery, and the multiuser
frequency synchronization problem is naturally resolved.
The proposed CAT-MUD procedure is realized by employing a feed-forward deep neural network (FF-DNN). As
depicted in Fig. 2, the FF-DNN consists of two functional
layers. One is called the CFO classification layer, which plays
the role of CFO classification. The other is called the MUIcancellation layer, which takes the role of joint MUD and
frequency synchronization. The motivation of employing FFDNN lies in the fact that:
•

•

Both CFO classification and MUD functions involved in
the CAT-MUD procedure are typically the classification
problem. This is where FF-DNN can play a central role.
The use of FF-DNN for MUD can be found in the
literature [14], [15]; and in this paper we will offer a
further study.
The FF-DNN after training can yield a low-complexity
solution to the CFO classification and MUD. Moreover,
the FF-DNN structure is naturally parallel, and thus
it supports parallel computing. All of these meet the
requirements for low-complexity low-latency receiver design.

We train the proposed FF-DNN with the unsupervised learning
approach. It is found that the CFO-classification layer and
the MUI-cancellation layer work together in the communication procedure though, they can be trained separately at
the learning stage; and there is no performance penalty. In

the communication procedure, it is discovered that the CFO
classification performance can improve exponentially with the
number of users in the CFO sub-range. This phenomenon is
called the multiuser diversity gain. However, the multiuser
diversity-gain does not contribute considerably to the MUD
performance when the system goes beyond a certain number
of users (i.e., L ≥ 4 in mobile fading channel). This means
that the CFO classification accuracy is already sufficient,
and further improving the accuracy would not improve the
MUD performance. Finally, the proposed CAT-MUD approach
is compared with the current approaches in terms of block
error rate (BLER), and the former demonstrates remarkable
performance gain.
II. P RELIMINARIES AND P RINCIPLES
The use of deep learning for signal detection (i.e., MUD) is
equivalent to the classification of received signals y according
to the maximum a posteriori (MAP) principle [14]
x̂` = arg max p(x` |y, H` ), 0 ≤ ` ≤ L − 1

(4)

x`

where p(·) denotes the probability. Given the channel knowledge at the receiver side, the performance of signal detection
(or classification) is dominated by two factors: 1) the white
Gaussian noise v, and 2) the uncertainty of CFOs. The former
has been extensively investigated, and the latter is the problem
of interest.
To facilitate our study, we define a vector z as the noiseless
version of y, i.e.,
z,

=

L−1
X
`=0
L−1
X

Ω` H` FH
` Θx`

(5)

Ω` FH Λ` FFH
` Θx`

(6)

`=0

where H` = FH Λ` F follows the Fourier decomposition,
and Λ` is the diagonal matrix with its diagonal entries to be
the channel frequency responses (CFR). We further define an
(M ) × (M ) matrix
G , [Ω0 FH , ..., ΩL−1 FH ]

(7)

and an (M ) × (1) vector
s , [xT0 ΘT Λ̄0 , ..., xTL−1 ΘT Λ̄L−1 ]T

(8)

where Λ̄` is a sub-matrix of Λ` with its diagonal entries
selected by (FFH
` ). Then, (6) can be written into a compact
matrix form
z = Gs.
(9)
Proposition 1. Given the matrices Θ and Λ` , 0 ≤ ` ≤ L − 1,
the CFO uncertainty will result in ambiguity in the signal
detection (or classification) when there exists at least two
different pairs (G1 , s1 ), (G2 , s2 ) such that
z = G1 s1 = G2 s2 .

(10)

Proposition 1 indicates a case where the received signal
cannot be well classified through MAP or ML principles; and
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this is also the case where deep learning can hardly handle. As
shown in [15], the classification ambiguity is related to the size
of CFO sub-range ∆ω. When ∆ω ≤ 0.05, the probability of
the case (10) is reasonably small for the signal classification.
Although there is lack of rigorous proof due to mathematical
intractability, the similar result has been reported in other
experimental works [16], [17]. Hence, we can summarize the
observation in previous works into the following statement
Proposition 2. Suppose: c1) ∆ω is sufficiently small; and c2)
the relationship (10) holds. There exists a unique combination
of G and s given z, i.e., G1 = G2 , s1 = s2 .
In light of this observation, we assume: A1) all active users
have their CFOs fulfilling ω` ∈ Ψq , ∀`. Then, the multiuser
frequency-synchronization procedure can be divided into two
steps: s1) to identify the sub-range Ψq ; and s2) to perform the
MUD. The first step is called the CFO classification, which
can also follow the MAP principle

Fig. 2.

CAT-MUD Neural Network Structure

III. T HE CAT-MUD P ROCEDURE AND I TS D EEP
L EARNING R EALIZATION
A. CAT-MUD Procedure
Fig. 1 illustrates the block diagram of the CAT-MUD
procedure. The proposed procedure is basically formed by
two functional layers. The first functional layer includes the
multiuser CFO classifier with its neural network structure
depicted in the Fig. 2 (a). Specifically, it consists of three
fully-connected layers. The target of the CFO classifier is to
e falls in. Note that the block
tell the sub-range Ψq where y
index n in (11) is omitted here since the CFO classifier is
able to give the prediction based on only one received block.
Therefore, the classification procedure follows the simplified
MAP principle.
q̂ = arg max p(Ψq |e
y),

(12)

q

eN −1 )
q̂ = arg max p(Ψq |e
y0 , ..., y

(11)

q

en , n ∈ [0, ..., N − 1], stands for the received signal
where y
block with CP inserted; and N denotes the number of received
blocks.
Proposition 3. The probability of CFO misclassification is
inversely proportional to ∆w, and goes asymptotically to zero
with the increase of ∆ω, i.e., p(q̂ 6= q) → 0 with |∆ω| → 0.5.
Given that the random CFO varies continuously, for those
located at the edge of the CFO sub-range i.e., Ψq , inevitably,
there exists the non-zero probability with which the CFO
classifier drops the received signal into the sub-range i.e.,
Ψq±1 , adjacent to the ideal CFO sub-range. Thus, the unideal
MUD component is assigned to handle the MUI-cancellation.
It is obvious that this CFO misclassification probability can be
minimized by sufficiently enlarging the CFO sub-range ∆ω.
However, the classification ambiguity in the MUD procedure
becomes consequently more significant which degrades more
the system performance. Therefore, ∆ω needs to be carefully
set up so as to well balance the trade-off between the CFO
classification precision and MUD reliability.

The output is formed by a (Q) × (1) vector q̂ with its
e falling
q th element indicating the highest probability of y
into the corresponding CFO sub-range Ψq . Then the CPremoved version y is fed into the MUD component which
correspondingly takes the charge of MUI-cancellation and
MUD for Ψq .
Fig. 2 (b) illustrates the block diagram of one of the parallel MUD components that have same structure. After CPremoval, the received signal distorted by the channel and
thermal noise is successively fed into two linear layers for
the MUI-cancellation and channel equalization, which can be
mathematically expressed by
y(1) = Λ−1 (W(1) y + b)
= Λ−1 Γy

(13)

Where Γ represents the linear transform in the first linear
layer and Λ−1 is the channel inverse matrix with its diagonal
submatrix entries defined by
−1 T
Λ−1 , diag[Λ̄−1
0 , ..., Λ̄L−1 ]

(14)

As it was proved in [15], finding the appropriate linear
transform Γ helps minimizing the multiuser signal classification error. Since multiuser CFOs ω` , ∀` are involved and

B. Deep Learning for CAT-MUD Optimization
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lead the optimization of Γ to an integer linear programming
problem which is NP-complete, the deep learning algorithm
is employed to seek for a near-optimum solution.
The following hidden layer and the output layer are jointly
responsible for MUD. Basically, the MUD procedure follows
the MAP principle in (4). Note that every MUD component
is independent to each other and able to detect all users’
signal i.e., the q th MUD component detects all users’ signals
and outputs the recovered signal in the form of x̂(q) =
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1) Multiuser CFO Classifier Optimization: The unsupervised learning procedure for the CFO classifier is illustrated in
Fig. 2 (a). The weighting matrix and bias vector in each layer
are updated through mini-batch gradient descent algorithm
combined with Adam optimizer [18]. The activation function
for the hidden layer is ReLU and the one for the output layer
is Softmax with the output value of the neurons summing up
e is converted into real-equivalent
to 1. The received signal y
version so as to facilitate the computation [19]. A training
sample (q̂, q) is defined as the pair of the output value q̂ and
the one-hot vector q with its ‘1-bit’ index corresponding to
the index of CFO sub-range where the received signal falls in.
The loss is calculated through the cross-entropy function for
each training sample pair and then the average of the sum over
1000 pairs’ loss is used to update the weighting matrix and bias
for each training iteration. The classifier is trained to handle
the CFO ω` ∈ [−0.5, 0.5], ∀` where each sub-range covers
∆ω = 0.05 for the sake of performance trade-off between
CFO classification and MUI-cancellation. It is worth noting
that all users CFOs fall in the same sub-range throughout the
whole training set (≥ 2 × 105 iterations) so as to allow the
learning curve to converge. The training SNR is set to be 7 dB
for AWGN and 15 dB for fading channel as this configuration
is found the best for the performance.
2) MUD Component Optimization: Fig. 2 (b). illustrates
the unsupervised deep learning procedure for one of the DNNbased MUD components. Each MUD component includes four
layers in which the first two layers are linear and the rest
are non-linear layers. Similar to the optimization procedure
for the multiuser CFO classifier, the MUD component using
mini-batch gradient descent combined with Adam to iteratively
optimize the weighting matrix and bias vector. Note that
the channel inverse matrix Λ−1 in the first hidden layer is
fixed in each training epoch and varies based on to users’
channel states. The training process is only applied to the
MUD component that is responsible for the CFO sub-range
Ψ0 = {ω` |0 ≤ ω` < 0.05}, ∀` since the difference between
different MUD components is just the frequency shift. The
optimization for other MUD components can be simply completed by multiplying the relevant frequency shift by Γ in the
MUD component for Ψ0 .

Fig. 3. Probability of CFO misclassification as a function of SNR (dB) in
the AWGN channel

IV. S IMULATION R ESULTS AND P ERFORMANCE
E VALUATION
The main objective of computer simulations is to evaluate
the performance of the proposed CAT-MUD procedure in
OFDMA uplink communications. Consider an OFDMA system in the simulation which is configured by: M = 32 OFDM
subcarriers, CP length of 8, L = 1, 4 or 8 with each user
being allocated by (M )/(L) consecutive OFDM subcarriers.
The modulation scheme are either BPSK or grey-coded 16QAM. Communication channels are either the AWGN or the
8-tap Rayleigh fading channel. Throughout the simulations,
the precoding scheme is considered as an identity matrix with
the same size Θ = I. Note that the simulation results are
obtained through sufficient Monte-Carlo trials.
Experiment 1: This experiment aims to evaluate the
multiuser-CFO classification performance in both AWGN and
mobile fading channels, where the unknown CFOs for all users
are set to fulfil ω` ∈ Ψq , ∀q, `.
Fig. 3 illustrates the probability of CFO misclassification,
Pe , for BPSK modulation as a function of signal-to-noise
(SNR) in AWGN, where the number of users varies. It is
observed that:
• Generally, the multiuser-CFO classification accuracy improves with the increase of SNR. The performance improvement is relatively slow at lower SNRs (< 8 dB),
due to the impact of noise; or higher SNRs (> 20
dB), due to the the intrinsic ambiguity inherent in the
CFO classification procedure; as already discussed in
Proposition 3. At the typical SNR range (8 < SNR < 20
dB), the performance improves almost linearly with the
SNR.
• The performance of multiuser-CFO classification improves significantly with the increase of users. To understand this interesting phenomenon, we conduct linear
curve fitting at the SNR range, where the classification
errors degrade linearly. It is found that that the probability
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of misclassification can be expressed by
Pe = αL SNR−0.35L

(15)

where αL denotes the coefficient related to the number
of users (α1 = 0.29, α4 = 0.7 and α8 = 20); the SNR
here is measured in the linear scale. We call such an
interesting behaviour the multiuser diversity gain, where
L is the diversity order.
It is worthwhile to highlight that the multiuser diversity
gain comes from the CFO diversity of different users. The
users, with their CFOs located at the edge of the CFO
range Ψq , have higher probability of misclassification,
and those, with their CFOs at the centre of the CFO
range, have much lower probability of misclassification.
Our experimental results show that the DNN determines
the CFO range based on a certain voting mechanism, and
this is where the diversity gain comes from. However, the
voting algorithm used by DNN is hard to be observed;
and this could be a piece of interesting future work.
As far as fading channels are concerned, the multiuser
diversity gain appears to be less significant because the fading
channel effect corrupts the amplitude and phase of the received
signals, and this could confuse the CFO classifier. As illustrated in Fig. 4, the multiuser diversity gain appears from 12
dB and saturates at 20 dB. Different from the phenomenon
shown in the AWGN channel, increasing the number of
users does not show a remarkable contribution to the CFO
classification accuracy in the Rayleigh fading channel, i.e.,
nearly identical probabilities of misclassification observed in
both 4-user and 8-user scenarios throughout the SNRs.
It is perhaps worth noting that the DNN-based CFO classifier is able to identify the CFO range for OFDM signals
in the presence of CPs, but not for those having their CPs
removed. It means that the DNN-based classifier was actually
exploiting the cyclo-stationarity induced by CPs for the CFO
classification.

Experiment 2: The experiment aims to investigate the
detailed result of what the classifier is able to do in the CFO
classification procedure, given that the CFOs fall in a specific
CFO sub-range. Note that CFO the classification results are
gathered in sufficient Monte Carlo trials under the mobile
fading channel at the fixed SNR of 15 dB.
Due to the channel effect, the CFO classification accuracy
is significantly degraded. Fig. 5 illustrates the histogram
of the 4-UE CFO classification result for a specific CFO
sub-range, i.e., Ψ4 . It is observed that nearly 57% of the
classifications correctly fall into Ψ4 while nearly 38% are
dropt into the adjacent subr-ranges, i.e., Ψ3 and Ψ5 . Unideal
CFO classification may lead to the incorrect assignment of
the corresponding MUD component to conduct the MUI
cancellation and detection. In order to ensure the correct MUD
component to be assigned, a parallel-MUD (PMUD) scheme
based on the existing CAT-MUD structure is proposed, where
numbers of MUD components is activated simultaneously.
For example, based on the classified CFO sub-range Ψ4 , the
corresponding MUD component for Ψ4 and its adjacent MUD
components responsible for Ψ3 and Ψ5 are simultaneously
activated to work in parallel. By doing so, the correct MUD
can be guaranteed with a probability of 95%.
Experiment 3: This experiment aims to evaluate the performance of the proposed CAT-MUD procedure. The baseline used for comparison is the conventional PIC CFOcompensation method [12].
Fig. 6 illustrates the user-averaged block-error-rate (BLER)
performance as a function of Eb /N0 (dB) in the OFDMA
uplink communication over Rayleigh fading channels. It is
observed that each user has nearly identical performance and
only the averaged BLER results are shown. The BLER is
measured for each individual users’ signal block. We observed
from the result:
• Three-component CAT-PMUD significantly outperforms
the single-component CAT-MUD scheme, i.e., 3.5 dB
detection gain observed at Eb /N0 of 15 dB. The performance gain is exploited by the PMUD scheme because
on the one hand, it is more likely for the three-component
CAT-PMUD scheme than the CAT-MUD scheme to con-
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•

duct the ideal MUD as discussed previously. On the other
hand, the suimultaneously activated MUD components
enhance the detection reliability [15]. It means that the
MUD component covering Ψq is able to conduct the
signal detection when users’ CFOs are located at the edge
of Ψq or even outside the sub-range.
The small performance improvement (≤ 0.5 dB) is
observed in the five-component scheme compared to
the three-component PMUD scheme. This observation
shows that the sequence detection gain comes from the
most adjacent two MUD components. Therefore, the best
set-up for the CAT-PMUD scheme is to activate three
parallel MUD components simultaneously, which is able
to offer the reliable MUD performance and avoid high
computational complexity.

V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, a novel unsupervised deep learning approach
has been presented to handle the blind multiuser frequency
synchronization problem in OFDMA uplink communications.
The proposed approach replaced the conventional CFO estimation and compensation procedure with a novel CFO classification and multiuser detection procedure. It has been shown
that the DNN-based CFO classifier and MUD components can
be trained separately, and they can operate together to offer a
remarkable MUD performance. Moreover, it is found that the
CFO classifier can exploit the multiuser diversity to improve
the CFO classification performance.
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